Inspiring and Creating Futures For All

Welcome
to Lawn Manor
Academy

Welcome from the Headteacher
Lawn Manor Academy is the first new secondary school in
Swindon under the Royal Wootton Bassett Academy Trust.
We believe that within each child
there is a real potential to achieve
and that as teachers, it is our job
to ensure that this potential is met
through their academic studies,
creativity and high expectations.

Our ILEARN values are at the heart
of our strategies for success, we
take pride in ‘inspiring and creating
futures for all’.
Twitter: @headlawnmanor
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Welcome from George Croxford CEO
Our vision for RWBAT is
built around the one word
of ‘Excellence.’ It is hoped
that together the Schools
will strengthen each other,
sharing good practice
and building capacity.

We will strive to maximise the
potential of each person within
our community and are absolutely
committed to continuous
improvement. We value developing
the whole person equally to the
achievement of academic success.

Book your open tour today! Call 01793 487286 | Visit lawnmanor.org

ILEARN Values
Independence
& Literacy

Independence

Literacy

We strive together to foster a sense
of independence in all of our young
people in each of their endeavours.

Literacy represents the key to lifelong
education and we are committed to
bringing excellence to life in every
sense of the word.

We focus on a positive approach to
problem solving and improvement,
whether it is in the classroom, on the
sports field or in friendships.

Excellent reading will allow all of our
young people to find the success
that they deserve as they move
through life, furnishing them with
adventure, information and the ability
to communicate effectively.
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ILEARN Values
Equipment
& Attitude

Equipment

Attitude

Our role is to inspire and equip you
with the necessary skills and learning
that you will need to succeed in your
future. In order for this to happen,
you will need to come equipped with
a thirst for learning and a desire to
succeed in everything that you turn
your hand to. You will also need to
be personally equipped with smart
uniform and personal equipment.

At Lawn Manor Academy we
are committed to extremely high
standards of behaviour and have
fostered an environment where the
relationships that exist within the
school, and the polite and respectful
atmosphere that we enjoy, are
commented on by all who visit
the Academy.

Book your open tour today! Call 01793 487286 | Visit lawnmanor.org

ILEARN Values
Resilience
& Numeracy

Resilience

Numeracy

By teaching our students how to
demand the best of themselves,
we will send them out into the world
ready to embrace the challenges
they will meet: whether they are in
the boardroom, on the stage, in the
lab or on the sports field, at home
or abroad. A positive mind-set is
important at Lawn Manor Academy.

Making learning count and inspiring
the children who come to our school
means creating learners comfortable
with the notion that numbers
underpin all of nature: they fill our
language and inform everything
we do. We take skilling the next
generation of the workforce to be
numerate seriously.
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Book your
open tour
today!

Lawn Manor welcomes applications from new pupils
across Swindon.
Applications can be made for pupils
moving from Year 6 into the new
academic year each September, or
throughout the year into Years 7, 8, 9
10 & 11 subject to availability and our
admissions policy.

We work hard with our feeder
schools to ensure a smooth transition
ensuring when pupils start their
learning journey with us they are on
their way towards achieving their
goals and unearthing their ambitions
that will take them to the end of year
11 and beyond.

Book your open tour today! Call 01793 487286 | Visit lawnmanor.org

We are happy to offer parents and pupils a tour of the school and the
opportunity to speak to the Senior Leadership Team and pupils.
Please contact Tracy Prescott on 01793 487286 or email
head@lawnmanor.org for more information.

Lawn Manor Academy, Salcombe Grove, Swindon SN3 1ER
Call 01793 487286 | Visit lawnmanor.org |

@lawn_manor

Working Together
Lawn Manor Academy part of The Royal
Wootton Bassett Academy Trust.

